Lincoln has pumping products for
the most demanding applications.
Lincoln has developed specialized pumps and pumping stations to
handle the tough job of transferring thick fluids. In the printing industry,
we are the centralized pump system of choice for the thick inks used in
web press operations. And automotive plants prefer our pumping stations for their mastic dispensing applications. We also offer application
solutions for oil, grease, sound deadener, silicone and more.

PileDriver® III Pumps
Industry-standard PileDriver III pumps are perfect for high-volume and
high-viscosity materials. They feature a patented protection bushing
that extends pump life and guards against material leakage. Powered
by Series III air motors, these reciprocating-piston pumps are available
in numerous configurations and sizes so they can be precisely
matched to the material being pumped. The pumps are aided by
numerous Lincoln pressure primers, which push the heaviest materials
to the pump for proper dispensing.
We also offer AirBrake™, a device that protects a pump from damage
if its container is emptied while the pump is working.

PowerMaster® III Pumps
Perfect for applications involving lower volumes of heavy material or
lighter fluids (oil, grease, water-based materials, etc.), PowerMaster
pumps are also available with the AirBrake protection feature.

Transfer and Specialty Pumps
Lincoln transfer pumps move materials from one container to another
efficiently and quickly, keeping everything free of dirt, dust and moisture. Specialty pump systems for corrosive, abrasive and water-based
materials are also available.

Material Controls
You can take your mounted pump system to the next level and get
maximum control and versatility with our full line of control valves, flow
guns, shutoff valves, measuring devices and ejectors.

Mounting and Installation Accessories
and Air Controls
For optimum performance, pumps need the right mounting equipment
and accessories. We also have all the lines, couplers and fittings needed to get maximum efficiency and reliable long-term use from pumping
systems. And to get the most from your pneumatic equipment, we also
feature a complete line of air filter assemblies, regulators, lubricators
and other accessories.

“I’ve worked at Lincoln for more than 20 years.
I know the craftsmanship and quality of our products—
they’re the best you can buy.”

